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Chloride intracellular channel 2 (CLIC2) protein is a member of the glutathione transferase class of proteins.
Its’ only known function is the regulation of ryanodine receptor (RyR) intracellular Ca21 release channels.
These RyR proteins play a major role in the regulation of Ca21 signaling in many cells. Utilizing exome cap-
ture and deep sequencing of genes on the X-chromosome, we have identified a mutation in CLIC2 (c.303C>G,
p.H101Q) which is associated with X-linked intellectual disability (ID), atrial fibrillation, cardiomegaly, con-
gestive heart failure (CHF), some somatic features and seizures. Functional studies of the H101Q variant indi-
cated that it stimulated rather than inhibited the action of RyR channels, with channels remaining open for
longer times and potentially amplifying Ca21 signals dependent on RyR channel activity. The overly active
RyRs in cardiac and skeletal muscle cells and neuronal cells would result in abnormal cardiac function
and trigger post-synaptic pathways and neurotransmitter release. The presence of both cardiomegaly and
CHF in the two affected males and atrial fibrillation in one are consistent with abnormal RyR2 channel func-
tion. Since the dysfunction of RyR2 channels in the brain via ‘leaky mutations’ can result in mild developmen-
tal delay and seizures, our data also suggest a vital role for the CLIC2 protein in maintaining normal cognitive
function via its interaction with RyRs in the brain. Therefore, our patients appear to suffer from a new chan-
nelopathy comprised of ID, seizures and cardiac problems because of enhanced Ca21 release through RyRs
in neuronal cells and cardiac muscle cells.

INTRODUCTION

Intellectual disability (ID) results from significant limitations in
both intellectual functioning and adaptive behavior and is diag-
nosed prior to the age of 18. It’s prevalence within the general
population, worldwide, ranges from 1 to 3% (1). There are
many conditions in which ID is a major clinical feature. These
conditions are invariably chronic, lasting from the time of
onset through the lifetime of the affected individual.

A consistent finding in populations with ID is the excess of
males which ranges from 20 to 40% (2–5). If one accepts an
excess of males of 30%, one would estimate that X-linked ID
(XLID) constitutes one of the most common causes of ID. In
fact, XLID is estimated to affect �2/1000 males (6). XLID is
quite heterogeneous, with an estimated 150–200 responsible
genes being located on the X-chromosome (7,8). Although
steady progress has been made, with more than 90 XLID
genes being identified, 30 XLID syndromes and 54 mapped
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families with non-syndromal XLID remain without a gene
identification (9). This is likely due to the fact that many of
these entities are found in a single family with few affected
individuals and mild/moderate cognitive impairment. These
features hinder the effectiveness of identifying novel XLID
genes employing classical approaches.

Chloride intracellular channel 2 (CLIC2) was first identified
as transcript XAP121 located on a transcript map of the region
in Xq28 containing the incontinentia pigmenti (IP2) gene (10).
It was further characterized as being a member of the p64
family with homology to CLIC1 (11). Members of the CLIC
class of chloride channels are related to glutathione trans-
ferases, but do not have enzymatic activity. The only physio-
logical function of CLIC2, identified to date, is the inhibition
of skeletal ryanodine receptor 1 (RyR1) and cardiac RyR2
channels (12–14). Thus, CLIC2 is thought to play a role in
the regulation of Ca2+ signaling in cardiac and skeletal
muscle as RyRs are the major Ca2+ release channels in both
muscle types (13) and in other tissues where both the CLIC2
and the RyR proteins are expressed. RyR1 and RyR2 channels
are expressed in various areas of the central nervous system,
and their dysfunction has been associated with neurological
disorders (15,16).

A large collaborative resequencing project of 718
X-chromosome genes in 208 XLID probands was undertaken
in an attempt to identify additional XLID genes. This system-
atic screen identified nine XLID genes based on the presence
of multiple truncating variants within a single gene (17).
However, the study also identified 531 non-recurrent missense
mutations. A partial follow-up of this body of data involved
next generation sequencing of 15 probands for the same 718
X-chromosome genes and subsequent analysis of any detected
novel missense mutations which were unique (only occurred
once). One such missense mutation was identified in CLIC2.
Follow-up genetic and functional studies indicate that this
CLIC2 mutation is associated with cardiomegaly, congestive
heart failure (CHF) as well as seizures and cognitive impair-
ment. These findings point to a critical role for CLIC2 in
brain function via its interaction with RyRs.

RESULTS

Mutation in CLIC2 in family K8015

Next generation resequencing of 718 genes on the
X-chromosome identified a c.303C.G (p.H101Q) alteration
in a male from a small family with two affected brothers
(II-1 and II-3, Fig. 1A). Both had profound ID, large ears
and testes and seizures. A sister (II-4) had mild ID (IQ-63)
thought to be unrelated to the X-linked condition in her two
brothers. Another sister (II-2) was of normal intellectual
ability. The mother (II-2) was thought to have a learning dis-
ability. As there was some abnormal positioning of the thumbs
in both males and one brother had hydrocephalus, LICAM se-
quencing had been conducted which was negative as was
Fragile X testing. The CLIC2 mutation was confirmed by
Sanger sequencing in both males and their mother (Fig. 1A
and B). The residue is highly conserved down to zebrafish
(Fig. 1C). To rule out the possibility that the c.303C.G mu-
tation in CLIC2 is a rare polymorphism, 1059 X-chromosomes

from normal individuals (685 males and 187 females) were
screened and none was found to have this alteration.

Cytogenetic analysis

Microarray analysis using the Affymetric Genome-wide
Human SNP 6.0 array was conducted on available members
of K8015. Affected male II-1 was found to have a copy gain
of �540 kb at 6q27, as did his brother, II-3. This region con-
tains a single gene, thrombospondin II (THBS2). Thrombos-
pondins are a family of extracellular glycoproteins that play
a role in synaptogenesis (18,19). It is unlikely that a duplica-
tion of this gene would give rise to the seizures and cognitive
impairment observed in II-1 and II-3. Additionally, II-1 has a
loss of 955 kb in 15q11.2. This deletion has been found in
patients with developmental and speech delay, mild
dysmorphism, behavioral problems including obsessive com-
pulsive behavior, autism and ADHD (20–22). Also, an
increased risk for developing generalized epilepsy has been
observed in patients with this deletion (23). The brother,

Figure 1. Analysis of CLIC2 mutation in family K8015. (A) Pedigree of
K8015. The proband is indicated with an arrow. The genotype (C and/or G)
at position c.303 of the CLIC2 gene is indicated below each individual se-
quence. Symbols correspond to the following clinical feature: , ID; , sei-
zures; , abnormal positioning of the thumb; , macrocephaly. (B) Sanger
sequencing. Ideograms for individuals in K8015 showing the two affected
males and their mother have the position c.303. (C) Alignment of CLIC2
protein orthologs. Numbers show the amino acid position of human CLIC2
protein. The H101 position is conserved down to zebrafish. Shaded bars and
closed bar indicate a-helices and joint region, respectively.
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II-3, did not have this CNV. As the affected male II-1 is se-
verely affected, it is unlikely that this deletion is a major con-
tributing factor to his phenotype. II-3 did have a copy loss at
4q13.1 of 226 kb which does not contain any known genes.
The sister (II-4) of II-1 and II-3 was found to have only the
4q13.1 loss present in II-3. However, the most compelling evi-
dence against any one of these CNVs being involved in the
phenotype, especially the ID, exhibited by the two brothers,
is the observation that the normal sister (II-2) was found to
have all three CNVs by qPCR.

Tissue expression of CLIC2

CLIC2 is known to be expressed in cardiac and skeletal
muscle. However, initial studies found no expression in the
human adult brain by northern analysis (24). CLIC2 expres-
sion analysis of human fetal tissue was conducted using
RT–PCR and a multiple tissue cDNA panel (Clontech). As
shown in Figure 2, CLIC2 transcript was detected in all fetal
tissues, including the brain.

Immunofluorescent studies of wild-type and mutant
CLIC2

The p.H101 residue resides in the joint region between the
N-domain and the C-domain of the CLIC2 protein (25).
Some in silico modeling, using the published crystal structure
for the CLIC2 protein, indicated that the p.H101Q alteration
would lessen the flexibility of the joint loop reducing its
ability to move between soluble and membrane forms, thus
affecting the protein’s function (26). Immunofluorescent
studies were thus conducted in both Cos-7 and PC-12 cells
transfected with GFP-tagged mutant CLIC2. No differences
in protein location, cell morphology or neurite length after
the nerve growth factor stimulation of PC-12 cells were
observed between wild-type (WT) and CLIC2-H101Q (data
not shown). Thus, we undertook additional studies to deter-
mine if the CLIC2-H101Q protein functioned differently.

Spectroscopic studies of WT and mutant CLIC2

There was no difference in the endogenous tryptophan fluores-
cence spectra of the WT and variant proteins (Supplementary
Material, Fig. S1A). Similar results were obtained over a pH
range from 5.5 to 8. The low pH was tested because of the
reported propensity of CLIC2 to form ion channels at low
pH. The binding of 1-anilo-8-naphthalene sulfonate (ANS)
was used to probe possible changes in conformation that
exposed hydrophobic residues. However, the ANS binding
spectra obtained for both proteins were identical (Supplemen-
tary Material, Fig. S1B). The circular dichroism (CD) spectra
of the WT and the variant proteins were also very similar
(Supplementary Material, Fig. S1C), indicating that both pro-
teins exhibit the same overall structure. Together, these data
suggest that the CLIC2-H101Q variant folds normally.

In contrast to the spectroscopic studies, differential scanning
fluorimetry (Fig. 3) revealed a significant increase in the
thermal stability of the H101Q variant (CLIC2, Tm ¼ 46.2+
0.51; CLIC2H101Q, Tm ¼ 49+ 0.21; P ¼ 0.0025). The

increase in thermal stability is possibly indicative of increased
structural stability as predicted previously (26).

Effects of WT or H101Q mutant CLIC2 protein on RyR
channel activity

As reported previously (12,14,24,27), addition of WT CLIC2
protein to the cytoplasmic (cis) side of skeletal RyR1 or
cardiac RyR2 channels at concentrations of 4–8 mM, led to a
reduction in the activity of both isoforms of the Ca2+

release channel (Fig. 4A and B). There was a significant de-
crease in relative open probability, which can be attributed
to an increase in the mean closed time, indicating an increased
dwell time in the closed state with little average effect on the
duration of the open events (Fig. 4C and D). The H101Q mu-
tation produced a dramatic reversal of the way in which the
CLIC2 protein modulated the RyR channels. In marked con-
trast to the inhibition by the WT protein, the mutant protein
increased the activity of both RyR1 and RyR2 channels
(Fig. 4A and B), with a significant increase in the open prob-
ability in both isoforms of the channel (Fig. 4C). In skeletal
RyR1 channels, this was due to a significant increase in the
mean open time of the channel and a significant decrease in
the mean closed time (Fig. 4D and E) which would result in
an increase in the frequency of the longer events. The
changes in open and closed times in the cardiac RyR channels
in the presence of the H101Q mutant CLIC2 protein were
more variable than those in the skeletal channels, and although
there was a trend toward an increase in mean open time, this
was not statistically significant.

RyR–CLIC2 binding energy changes due to H101Q
mutation

The three-dimensional structure of the RyR–CLIC2 complex
was predicted with ZDOCK. ZDOCK generates a set of struc-
tures ranked according to the ZDOCK scoring function. To
assess the effect of small structural variations, the calculations
of the binding free energy were done by using both the
top-ranked ZDOCK prediction and the 10 best predictions

Figure 2. CLIC2 expression. RT–PCR analysis of CLIC2 in various human
fetal tissues was conducted using cDNA preparations available in an MTC
panel (Clontech) and primers covering exons 3–6. CLIC2 was expressed in
all tissues including the fetal brain. It is highly expressed in the fetal lung
and spleen. The expression of ACT8 was used as a control.
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(Table 1). It was found that RyR–CLIC2 binding affinity is
affected by the H101Q mutation, since residue 101 is quite
close to the interface of the RYR domain 5 (D5)–CLIC2
complex as inferred from both the ZDOCK 3D structure pre-
diction and previous cryo-electron microscopy (14). The
energy calculations, excluding the entropy term, suggest that
the CLIC2-H101Q variant binds more strongly to the D5
region of RyR when compared with the WT CLIC2 protein
(Table 1; a positive DDG means more stable binding). Add-
itionally, folding free energy calculations have predicted that
H101Q mutant is more stable (26). Cryo-electron microscopy
experiments have suggested that CLIC2 may induce conform-
ation changes in RyR (14) and electrophysiological experi-
ments showed that RyR, in the presence of CLIC2-H101Q,
has a higher open probability (and would release more
Ca2+) than RyR in the presence of WT CLIC2. Therefore,
CLIC2-H101Q must still bind to RyR in a manner that
favors the open state of the RyR channel. This may be
achieved by an increased binding affinity (compared with
WT CLIC2) as well as an increase in its stability.

Ion channels formed by the CLIC2 protein

When purified WT or H101Q mutant, CLIC2 protein was added
to the bilayer solution at concentrations of between 0.24 and
1.2 mM, channel activity was observed after periods ranging
from several seconds to many minutes. The bilayer solution
was set at pH 5 and contained 1–5 mM oxidized glutathione
(GSSG), since channel incorporation had previously been
shown to be facilitated by acid pH and oxidizing conditions (28).

Channel openings to a range of current levels were observed
(Fig. 5A–D), with unitary events having a conductance of
16.2+ 0.7 pS for the WT protein and 14.3+ 0.7 pS for the
H101Q mutant CLIC2 protein, averaged over the full
voltage range from +120 to 2120 mV. The difference
between the unitary conductances for WT and mutant channels
was small but significant. The unitary conductance of both WT
and mutant channels was smaller than the single channel con-
ductance of �48 pS reported by Cromer et al. (28) using the
tip–dip method of channel recording. It is not clear in our
study if the unitary conductance was in fact a single channel
conductance or a subconductance level as no recordings
were obtained of unitary events only with either the WT or
the mutant CLIC2. The channels formed by both proteins
exhibited a range of gating modes characterized by either syn-
chronized openings to levels that varied between 1 and .20
times the unitary current (Fig. 5A–D) or asynchronous open-
ings to the same levels which often occurred within a few
seconds of the synchronous openings (Fig. 5A). Examples
are shown of different types of gating between lower conduct-
ance levels at different times in Figure 5B and C during the
same WT CLIC2 experiment as that shown in Figure 5A.

One interpretation of the gating behavior seen in these
experiments is that rafts of channels incorporated into the
bilayer and that their opening was at times coordinated
(when synchronous openings were observed) and at other
times not coordinated. Such behavior might be explained if
coordinated openings were seen when all proteins in the raft
adopted an appropriate orientation to each other, and asyn-
chronous openings when this orientation was disrupted.
Indeed, such rafts have been described in synaptic proteins
(29–31).

The current–voltage relationship for the unitary currents
from both WT and H101Q mutant CLIC2 channels demon-
strated a simple linear relationship (Fig. 5E). The current
voltage relationship for maximum current was also linear for
the WT CLIC2 channels (Fig. 5F). On the other hand, the
maximum conductance of the H101Q mutant channels was
very variable and the maximum current amplitude decreased
significantly between 70 and 90 mV at both positive and nega-
tive potentials. As this reduction at more extreme potentials
was not seen in the unitary current, the result suggests that
multiple channel opening was suppressed at larger voltages
in the H101Q mutant channels.

Although the conductance and overall gating behavior of
the WT and H101Q mutant CLIC2 proteins was similar, a
consistent difference was noted in the ease with which the
channels incorporated into the bilayer and the length of
time that channels were recorded before bilayer breakage.
Bilayer breakage often appeared to be associated with a
sudden increase in the current when a massive number of

Figure 3. Heat denaturation of CLIC2 and the H101Q. Heat denaturation of
CLIC2 and the H101Q variant determined by differential scanning fluorimetry
with SYPRO orange. The vertical dashed lines indicate the Tm. The spectra are
representative of triplicate determinations.
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additional channels opened. These observations are quanti-
fied in Table 2. The data show that the WT protein incorpo-
rated twice as often as the mutant protein, although the mean
time required for incorporation was much the same. Once
incorporated, the WT channels were recorded for twice as
long as the H101Q mutant channels, largely due to bilayer
breakdown with additional incorporation or opening of the
mutant channels.

DISCUSSION

Channelopathies are a large collection of human disorders that
are caused by mutations in various genes encoding ion chan-
nels or their regulatory proteins (32). These disorders cover
a wide range of symptoms and etiologies. One group of chan-
nelopathies results from defects in calcium channels. Within
this constellation of calcium channelopathies, there are those

Figure 4. Actions of WT and H101Q mutant CLIC2 channels on skeletal RyR1 and cardiac RyR2 channels incorporated into lipid bilayers. (A) Three second
current recordings from skeletal RyR1 channels at pH 7.2. Activity of one channel before and after exposure to WT CLIC2 (upper two records) and a second
channel before and after exposure to the H101Q mutant protein (lower records). (B) Records of 3 s of activity from cardiac RyR2 channels. Activity of one
channel before and after exposure to WT CLIC2 (upper two records) and from a second channel before and after exposure to the H101Q mutant protein
(lower two records). In (A) and (B), channel activity is recorded at +40 mV and channel opening is upward from the closed level (c) to the maximum
single channel current (broken line, o). Effects of average relative open probability (C), mean open time (D) and mean closed time (E). For each parameter
the logarithm (to the base 10) of the relative change is shown. For example, the log of the control open probability (log PoC) is subtracted from the log of
the open probability in the presence of CLIC2 (log PoCLIC) was calculated for each channel and average data presented. The log relative Po is given to
reduce the effect of the normal variability in control RyR channel activity (58). The asterisk indicates a significant difference from control and the hash
symbol indicates a significant difference between the effects of the WT CLIC2 and the H101Q mutant protein.

Table 1. DDG calculation of the top prediction given by ZDOCK and the average of all top 10 predicted complexes

Complex (2XOA_2PER) Receptor (2XOA) Ligand (2PER) DG (kcal/mol) DDG (kcal/mol)

Top prediction
WT 222 490.0896 215 162.2826 27341.6016 13.7946 9.5492
H101Q 222 512.4834 215 162.2826 27354.4462 4.2454

Top 10 Average
WT 222 506.6473 215 162.2826 27341.6016 22.7631 4.8641
H101Q 222 524.35601 215 162.2826 27341.6016 27.62721
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with mutations in voltage-gated calcium channels (33) and in
the ligand-gated RyRs (34–36). The CLIC2 H101Q mutation
results in a channelopathy which becomes a member of this
second group.

The lack of an effect on tryptophan fluorescence, ANS
binding or the CD spectrum indicates that the H101Q mutation
does not result in any overall structural change in the protein,
but that the variant protein may have a greater than normal
structural stability. This increased structural stability was pre-
dicted by previous in silico analysis (26). The increased

structural stability may lead to stronger binding of H101Q
CLIC2 mutant to the RyR. Although this was not specifically
examined, it is clear that there is no major decrease in affinity
as the same concentration of WT and mutant protein both
caused significant functional changes in RyR activity. A
similar or tighter binding of the mutant protein would
prevent other CLIC isoforms from binding to the RyRs to pos-
sibly compensate for the mutation in CLIC2, if indeed other
isoforms act in the same manner as CLIC2. As yet, there are
no reports of other CLIC isoforms regulating RyR activity.

Figure 5. WT and H101Q mutant CLIC2 channel activity recorded at pH 5.0 with 1 mM GSSG. (A–D) Current recordings following the incorporation of CLIC2
channels. The broken lines indicate conductance levels which were multiples of the unitary conductance [�2 pA at +90 mV in (A) and (D) or �1 pA at
240 mV in (B) and (C)]. (A–C) Examples of different gating modes recorded during one experiment in which WT CLIC2 protein was added to the bilayer
solution. (A) Continuous 16 s recording in which the channel is initially opening to the unitary conductance or multiples up to 7× the unitary conductance.
After �8 min, there is a coordinated opening to �30× the unitary conductance. Finally, after �13 min, a prolonged burst of uncoordinated activity reaching
the same maximum levels. (B) Approximately 5 min later in the experiment, periods of opening to levels 1–5 were apparent. (C) After a further 5 min, there
were more rapid openings between levels 0 and 3. (D) A recording from a bilayer following incorporation of H101Q mutant CLIC2 channels. The gating is
similar to that seen in the WT channel shown in (A). Average current–voltage relationship of unitary events (E) and maximal currents (F) for WT CLIC2 chan-
nels (open circles) and H101Q mutant CLIC2 channels (filled circles).

Table 2. Comparison of incorporation parameters for WT and H101Q mutant CLIC2 channels

Number of attempts Number of incorporations Total observation
time (min)

Mean time before
incorporation (min)

Mean bilayer lifetime after
incorporation (min)

WT CLIC2 56 23 987 4.8+0.9 12.1+3.9
Mutant CLIC2 46 12 1114 6.4+2.3 5.8+1.7

There were fewer incorporations with the mutant channels and the bilayer broke sooner (often due to massive channel incorporation) than with the WT protein.
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The CLIC2 protein acts as a negative regulator of RyR
channels and presumably Ca2+ release through the channels.
However, our data indicate that the mutant CLIC2-H101Q
protein would stimulate the release of Ca2+ by keeping the
RyR channel in an open state, possibly due to a higher
binding affinity for the RyR protein. The reversal of the
normal function of CLIC2 on RyR channels by the H101Q
variant protein would have a drastic effect on Ca2+ signaling
in any cells whose function is dependent on Ca2+ released
from internal stores through any of the RyR receptor
isoforms (RyR1, RyR2 and probably RyR3). Overly active
RyRs in the heart leads to excess action potential firing in
those cells. Consistent with this fact, both affected males suf-
fered from cardiomegaly and congestive heart disease. Patient
II-1 also experienced atrial fibrillation which contributed to
his death.

Leaky RyR2 channels associated with some gene mutations
can result in seizures because of RyR2’s location in Purkinje
cells and the cerebral cortex (37–39). Thus, an overall affect
of overly active RyRs in these same cells, as well as the hip-
pocampal neurons (38–40), might trigger excessive neuro-
transmitter release and affect other post-synaptic pathways
involved in plasticity, memory and learning. In mouse, knock-
ing out RyR3 resulted in deficits in special learning (41,42).
Hippocampal tissue also exhibited lower initial amplitude of
potentiation and impaired long T potentiation maintenance,
suggesting that RyR3 has a functional role in synaptic plasti-
city (42). Thus, impaired RyR activity in certain neurons
due to the CLIC2 H101Q variant could account for our
patients’ seizures and cognitive impairment. The mother of
the two affected males is a carrier of the CLIC2 H101Q
variant and was reported to have a learning disability. This
may have been a result of the CLIC2 alteration as she had
random X-inactivation. Unfortunately, she is no longer alive
and her medical records are not available to determine if she
experienced any cardiac problems. Her mildly impaired
daughter (II-4) does not carry the CLIC2 H101Q variant,
had highly skewed X-inactivation and does not have any X-
chromosomal abnormalities associated with ID. The highly
skewed X-inactivation in person II-4 suggests that she has
an X-linked mutation of significance. However, as the
X-exome sequencing of her bothers failed to identify any po-
tentially pathogenic changes other than the CLIC2 H101Q mu-
tation, it is unlikely that an X-linked mutation carried by her is
contributing to the ID phenotype in her severely affected
brothers. With respect to other possible explanations for the
ID in this family, as whole exome sequencing of all family
members was not undertaken, there remains the possibility
that the ID exhibited in the two affected males is not X-linked.

Although skeletal muscle abnormalities were not documen-
ted, they may have not been particularly apparent given the
more compromising cardiac and cognitive phenotype. Al-
though the stimulatory effect of the CLIC2 mutation RyR
channel activity is the most likely mechanism underlying the
cardiac and cognitive defects, effects on other mechanisms
in patient’s tissues cannot be ruled out.

In silico analysis of the WT and H101Q mutant protein pre-
dicted an increased stability of the mutant protein that might
hinder its insertion into the membrane to form an ion
channel (26). Our data show that this is indeed the case and

further suggest that once the mutant protein is inserted into
the membrane, it can facilitate the insertion of additional
protein. The effect of this on function is speculative since,
as far as we know, the function of CLIC2 channels (seen
mostly under low pH conditions and with excess oxidation)
is not known. However, our data show that there are
changes in channel activity and ability to insert into bilayers
and that this could affect function. This is the first report of
CLIC2 channel aggregation in membranes. Such aggregation
of ion channels is not uncommon and has been reported in syn-
aptic ion channels (29), in extrasynaptic GABA receptors
channels (30) and in purified and native RyR channels (31).
The role of such aggregation is thought to allow for focused
ion current flow to microdomains within the cell and for
greater potential for the functional regulation of the currents.
Again the role of aggregation in CLIC2 channel function
remains to be determined.

In summary, the H101Q variant of CLIC2 adversely affects
its regular inhibitory action of RyR activity and hence affect-
ing Ca2+ release through RyRs and Ca2+ signaling in cells
critical to cognitive function. Since it has been proposed that
human diseases resulting from mutations in proteins that regu-
late ion channels can be defined as channelopathies (32), this
X-linked condition can be considered a novel channelopathy
that is also associated with cardiomegaly and congestive
heart disease.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Clinical evaluation of K8015

The mother (I-2, Fig. 1A) attended school until the seventh
grade and was considered by family members to have a learn-
ing disability.

The oldest brother, II-1, was globally delayed in develop-
ment. He showed poor head control as an infant, walked at
2 years and had only a few words at 4 years. Seizures began
in infancy. He experienced a ‘flu-like’ illness at 8 months
with high fever. He was admitted to a residential institution
at age 4.6.

During adult life, his speech was limited to single words,
phrases and a few sentences. Hearing was considered adequate
for speech perception. From his early 40s, his heart was at the
upper limits of normal size. In his early 70s, he had CHF with
atrial flutter requiring cardioconversion. The right heart was
dilated and there was mild mitral and tricuspial insufficiency
and mild aortic stenosis. Cataracts were present at 72. A
brain MRI was normal. He had large joint contractures and
kyphoscoliosis. He had profound ID with an IQ measured as
6. He died at age 73 of CHF, atrial fibrillation and pneumonia.

The younger brother, II-3, was also globally delayed,
walking at 2 years and beginning to talk at 3 years. He was
institutionalized at age 4. At age 43, he had mitral valve pro-
lapse and mild left ventricular hypertrophy. The heart size was
mildly enlarged from his mid-40s and he had periodic CHF
from his mid-50s. He also has seizures, was mute and had
spastic quadriplegia with large joint contractures. He has pro-
found ID with an IQ of 2.
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Exon capture and deep sequencing

Genomic DNA (5 mg) was fragmented by Adaptive Focused
Acoustics on a Covaris E120 (Covaris Inc., Woburn, MA,
USA) for 90 s with a duty cycle of 20%, intensity of 5 and
cycles per burst of 200. The fragmented DNA was purified
using a Qiaquick PCR purification column (Qiagen, Valencia,
CA, USA, 28 104) and quantified on a Bioanalyser using the
Agilent DNA 1000 kit (Agilent, 5067-1504). The resulting
DNA ranged in size from �100 to 400 bp, with a modal frag-
ment size of �250 bp. Genomic libraries were prepared using
the Illumina Paired End Sample Prep Kit following the manu-
facturer’s instructions (Illumina, San Diego CA, USA).
Adapter-ligated DNA was purified using AMPure beads
(Agencourt BioSciences Corporation, Beverly, MA, USA) fol-
lowing the manufacturer’s protocol and eluted in 40 ml of
nuclease-free water. The prepared library was used directly
in the subsequent enrichment procedure without prior size se-
lection or PCR amplification.

The genomic library (500 ng) was mixed with 7.5 mg of
human C0t1 DNA, lyophilized in a speedvac for 30 min at
458C and rehydrated in 3.4 ml of nuclease-free water. Enrich-
ment of the genomic DNA was performed using the Agilent
SureSelect Human X Chromosome kit corresponding to the
exons annotated within the consensus CDS database with
minor modifications to the manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly,
the genomic DNA library (3.4 ml) was combined with 2.5 ml
of block reagent 1, 2.5 ml of block reagent 2 and 0.6 ml of
block reagent 3 and transferred to a well of a microtitre plate.
The sample was denatured by incubating the plate on a thermo-
cycler at 958C for 5 min then snap-cooled on ice. A hybridiza-
tion mix was prepared comprising 25 ml of Hyb reagent 1, 1 ml
of Hyb reagent 2, 10 ml of Hyb reagent 3 and 13 ml of Hyb
reagent 4. A 13 ml aliquot of this mastermix was added to the
denatured DNA, and the sample incubated at 958C for 5 min,
then 658C for 5 min. In a separate microtitre plate, the baits
were prepared by combining 5 ml of SureSelect capture
library with 1 ml of nuclease-free water and 1 ml of RNAse
block, and the plate incubated at 658C for 3 min. The pre-
warmed DNA (22 ml) was transferred to the pre-warmed bait
mix and the solution incubated for 24 h at 658C. Following hy-
bridization, the captured DNA was isolated using streptavidin-
coated magnetic Dynabeads (Invitrogen, 653.05) and washed
following the standard Agilent SureSelect protocol. The iso-
lated DNA was purified using a Qiagen MinElute purification
column, eluted in 15 ml of elution buffer and PCR amplified
for 14 cycles as described previously (43).

Oligo-microarray analysis

Genomic DNA was isolated from peripheral blood using
Qiagen DNA minikit (Qiagen). The quality and quantity of
the isolated DNA was assessed by agarose gel electrophoresis
and spectrophotometric analysis, respectively. DNA micro-
array was performed employing the Affymetrix Genome-wide
SNP 6.0 platform according to the manufacturer’s instructions
(Affymetrix Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA). Briefly, 250 ng
genomic DNA is digested with the restriction enzymes StyI
and NspI, each, and ligated to a common adaptor with T4
DNA ligase. Following ligation, the template is subjected to

PCR using TITANIUMTM Taq-DNA polymerase. The PCR
products of both enzymatic reactions are pooled and purified,
and then fragmented with Fragmentation Reagent (DNAse I),
and end-labeled using terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase.
Subsequent to hybridization, the array was washed and
stained in the GeneChipw Fluidics Station 450 and scanned
with a GeneChipw Scanner 3000 7G using the Affymetrix
Genome-wide SNP 6.0 array protocol. Copy number analysis
was performed with Affymetrix’s Genotyping Console 4.0
(GTC 4.0) using the in silico control of 270 HapMap samples.

Confirmation of CLIC2 variant

The c.303C.G variant in CLIC2 was confirmed using Sanger
Sequencing in a second sample of genomic DNA. Once con-
firmed, other members of family 8015 were also sequenced.

Polymorphism analysis

Screening of normal control individuals (males and females)
for the c.303C.G variant consisted of digesting amplified
genomic DNA with HhaI. The c.303C.G alteration creates
a HhaI site such that a 263 bp PCR fragment is digested
into two fragments of 201 and 62 bp. Digested DNA was
visualized using a 1% agarose gel.

CLIC2 tissue expression analysis

Human Fetal MTC panel (Clontech) was utilized for the analysis
of CLIC2 expression in fetal tissues. The MTC cDNA prepara-
tions utilized for RT–PCR analysis were conducted as outlined
by the manufacture in a final reaction volume of 20 ml. Primers
for CLIC2 were RT-F 5′-AGGTACCAATCCTCCGTTCC-3′

and RT-R 5′-TCAGGACACGTGTGGGTAAA-3′. Primers for
the control gene, ACTB were RT-F 5′-ATGGGTCAGAAGG
ATTCCTATGTG-3′ and RT-R 5′-TGTTGAAGGTCTCAAA-
CATGATCTGG-3′. PCR conditions for CLIC2 were: initial de-
nature 958C for 5 min, followed by 30 cycles of denature at
958C for 30 s, annealing at 578C for 30 s and extension at 728C
for 40 s. Final extension was at 728C for 5 min. For ACTB, the
PCR conditions were the same except the annealing was done at
558C, the extension was for 30s and only 25 cycles were used.
About 10 ml of the PCR was run on a 3% agarose gel in 1× TBE.

Expression and mutagenesis of recombinant CLIC2

Recombinant CLIC2 was expressed in Escherichia coli from a
pHUE vector and purified by Ni-agarose affinity chroma-
tography as described previously (44). This strategy provides
recombinant CLIC2 without any additional residues. The puri-
fied CLIC2 protein and its H101Q variant were adjusted to
6 mg/ml in N-(Hydroxyethyl)piperazine-N′s-(2-ethanesulfonic
acid) (HEPES) buffer (50 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 200 mM KCl
and 10% glycerol).

Mutagenesis was undertaken by the overlapping PCR
method using the following primers: MutF, 5′-TCCAA
GGTACCCTCAGCTGAGTCCCAAGTACA-3′; MutR, 5′-TGT
ACTTGGGACTCAGCTGAGGGTACCTTGGA-3′; CLIC2F,
5′-CGCGGATCCGGCCTGCGGCCCGGCACT-3′; and
CLIC2R, 5′-TTGCATAAGCTTAAGCCACATTTGCGTA-3′.
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The presence of the desired mutations and the absence of add-
itional mutations were confirmed by DNA sequencing.

Circular dichroism

The WT CLIC2 and mutated form (H101Q) were diluted to
0.5 mg/ml in 10 mM phosphate buffer and pH adjusted to
8.0. CD spectra were collected at 208C on a Chirascan CD
spectrometer (Applied Photophysics Ltd, Leatherhead,
Surrey, UK). Three spectra were collected, averaged and sub-
jected to a smoothing function.

Fluorescence scanning

Fluorescence spectra were determined in a LS50B Lumines-
cence Spectrophotometer (Perkin Elmer, USA) with a protein
concentration of 5 mM. For endogenous tryptophan fluores-
cence, the excitation wavelength was set at 280 nm and the
fluorescence spectrum was obtained from 290 to 450 nm. The
hydrophobic fluorescence probe 1-aniliano-8-naphthalene sul-
fonate (ANS; Fluka analytical, Castle hill, NSW, Australia)
was used at a final concentration of 50 mM to assess whether
the conformational changes occurred as a result of the H101Q
mutation. The protein solutions (5 mM) were incubated with
the dye for 50 min at room temperature and were then
scanned. The excitation wavelength was set at 390 nm, and
the fluorescence spectrum was obtained from 405 to 540 nm.

Differential scanning fluorimetry

The thermal stabilities of CLIC2 and its H101Q variant were
determined by measuring the fluorescence of SYPRO orange
during thermal denaturation from 25 to 958C with ramp rate
18C/min (36,45). Briefly, proteins were diluted to 0.1 mg/ml
in HEPES buffer. Diluted SYPRO orange (1:1000) was
added to the protein solution (20 ml), and the mixtures were
heated while monitoring the fluorescence on a 7900HT fast
real-time PCR system (Applied Biosystems). Fluorescence ex-
citation was at 470 nm and detection was at 555 nm. The raw
data were analyzed with 7900HT software and the first deriva-
tive calculated to determine Tm.

RyR isolation and single channel experiments

Cardiac sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) was prepared from the
sheep heart (46). Skeletal SR was isolated from the back and
leg muscles of New Zealand White rabbits, and heavy SR was
collected from the 35–45% (wt/vol) interface of a discontinuous
sucrose gradient, centrifuged and resuspended (24,47–50). Ion
channel activity was recorded following microsomal vesicle in-
corporation into artificial lipid bilayers separating cis and trans
solutions containing symmetrical 250/250 mM Cs+ with
CH3O3S2 as the major anion (24). Cis Ca2+ was 10 mM with
�2 mM 1,2-bis(O-aminophenoxy)ethane-N,N,N′,N′-tetraacetic
acid (BAPTA). The Ca2+ concentration was confirmed using a
Ca2+ electrode. Trans Ca2+ was 1 mM. Bilayer potential is
expressed as the voltage in the cytoplasmic solution relative to
luminal solution and was changed every 30 s between +40
and 240 mV. Single channel parameters were obtained using
the channel 2 program (developed by P.W. Gage and M.

Smith, John Curtin School of Medical Research, Canberra, Aus-
tralia) (51). Current was recorded at 5 kHz and was filtered at
1 kHz. Channels were blocked by ruthenium red at the end of
the experiment to confirm that they were RyRs.

Binding of RyRE-CLIC2 modeling

Using the PDB 2XOA (Supplementary Material, Fig. S2) as the
model for the N-terminal region of RyR (which consists of D5)
(52), docking predictions were done between CLIC2 and 2XOA.
Using the ZDOCK software (53,54), the top 10 predictions were
determined. The diagram in Supplementary Material, Figure S3,
shows the N terminus of CLIC2 as its binding interface, along
with the first 206 amino acids as the RyR 2XOA binding inter-
face. This binding region of RyR is a beta barrel-like region,
which corresponds to D5 in Serysheva et al. (52). The entire
2XOA structure was used for the binding predictions.

The energy of the RyR–CLIC2 complex was determined by
using the minimize.x module within the TINKER Molecular
Dynamics Package. The change in the difference of folding
free energy (DDG) was determined by:

DDG = (DG complex WT) − (DG complex H101Q) (1)

where DG_complex_WT and DG_complex_H101Q are
defined to be the difference in folding free energy of the com-
plexes consisting of CLIC2-WT and CLIC2-H101Q ligands,
respectively. More precisely, DG_complex_WT/H101Q is
given by (for more details see 55–57):

DG complex WT/H101Q= G RyR−CLIC2 complex

−G RyR−G CLIC2 WT/H101Q

(2)

CLIC channel recording

Lipid bilayers were formed as described above. The cis and
trans solutions had the same composition and contained
(140 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 10 mM HEPES, pH 5.0). In
most experiments, GSSG was added to the cis chamber and
this increased pH to 5.5. WT or H101Q mutant CLIC2
protein was added to the cis chamber and the solution stirred
until channel activity was observed.

Statistics

Average data are presented as the mean+SEM. The signifi-
cance of differences between control and test values were
tested using a Student’s t-test for paired data or unpaired data,
as appropriate. A P-value of ,0.05 was considered significant.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Supplementary Material is available at HMG online.
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